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AUGUST 2021 FREE CARD KIT TUTORIAL 

 

If you placed an order in my store during August, you will have received all of the layers, 
embellishments and pieces to create this adorable card! (excluding stamped images) 
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used: 

Stamp:  I used a stamp from Joyful Life (156529) – use whatever stamp you would like! 

Die Cutting:  Messages Die (154422) – used to cut out the Seasons Greetings sentiment 

Designer Series Papers:  *Penguin Playmates (158420) – FREE during Sale-a-bration! 

Cardstock:  Basic White (159276) 

Ink:  Stazon Jet Black (101406) 

Tools:  Paper Snips Scissors (103579), Paper Trimmer (152392), Bone Folder (102300) 

Embellishments:  Wonderful Snowflakes (156340), Subtle Shimmer Sequins (156407)     

Adhesives:  Stampin' Seal (152813), Dimensionals (104430), Glue Dots (103683), Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309) 
 

Cutting Measurements: 
 

Card base: 4 1/4" x 11" - scored at 5 1/2"  
Patterned Paper Strip:  2” x 4" 
 

Directions: 
1. Take your tree patterned paper strip and adhere to the card base 
2. Apply a Glue Dot to the back of the snowflake and adhere in the place 
3. Use sharp paper scissors to cut around the three cute characters – use tape or glue to adhere the polar 

bear in place and then use Dimensionals to add the penguin and fox, slightly overlapping them 
4. Cut out the tree and adhere in place using tape or glue 
5. Stamp the sentiment of your choice, cut out and adhere in place with a double layer of Dimensionals to 

lift it above the penguin and fox 
6. Dot sequins around your card and adhere with a glue pen… 
7. And there you have one adorable  card ready for giving! 

 

* Penguin Playmates Designer Series Paper is ONLY AVAILABLE until September 30th or WHILST 
SUPPLIES LAST!  You can choose it as your free item with a $50 order during Sale-a-bration – if 
you want a pack DON’T DELAY and get yours today! 
 

 


